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Test Objective
Buyers Laboratory Inc. (BLI), Hackensack, NJ, was commissioned by Hewlett-Packard Company to conduct a test comparing the reliability and image quality performance of five different plain paper types in five leading low- to mid-range laser
dry electro photographic (DEP) printer models, four of which were monochrome and one of which was color. Three of the
paper types evaluated were ColorLok® quality standard papers that use small particle size filler and carrry the ColorLok®
logo, while the other two paper types, which were manufactured in Asia, use large talc filler and large GCC (ground calcium
carbonate) filler and do not meet the ColorLok® quality standard or carry the ColorLok® logo.
*The Large Talc Filler and Large GCC Filler papers shall hereafter be referred to as Type A and Type B papers.

Executive Summary
BLI’s test, which ran for nearly 2.5 million pages, demonstrated that the three ColorLok® plain paper types provided
performance that was clearly superior in terms of reliability and image quality to that of the Type A and Type B papers. In
addition to experiencing far fewer paper jams and other faults, the ColorLok® papers deposited less dust and toner contaminants in the printers, which could potentially contribute to reliability issues during a printer’s life. And whereas image
quality failures were experienced with the Type A and Type B papers, all three of the ColorLok® paper types completed
50,000-impression tests in two of each of the five printer models (a total of 30 printers and 1.5 million pages) without any
image quality failures.
Based on the findings with the tested printers and papers, BLI concludes that ColorLok® papers will deliver better-quality
printed pages consistently for longer than the Type A and Type B papers tested. In addition, ColorLok® papers will enable
better productivity owing to fewer interruptions from paper jams or other printing faults that require reprinting. Specifically,
the test printers operated up to nine times longer with the ColorLok® papers than with the Type A and Type B papers (see
Graph A on page 2). In addition, printers using ColorLok® papers had more uptime and produced less waste, with 400
percent fewer faults (e.g., misfeeds, multi-sheet feeding, misprints, errors) and 431 percent fewer paper jams per paper
type than printers using the Type A and Type B papers. And the printers delivered good-quality printed pages for almost
three times longer with ColorLok® papers than with the Type A and Type B papers, with image quality degrading as early
as 13,000 pages into the test with Type A and Type B papers.

Reliability Performance
BLI tested five printer models and five paper types: three ColorLok® papers and one Large Talc Filler (Type A) paper and
one Large GCC Filler (Type B) paper. Each paper was tested in two of each printer model, for a total of 50 printers in the
test program. Faults or issues such as misfeeds (paper jams), multi-sheet feeding and machine errors were recorded.
As can be seen in Table 1 and Table 2 on the next page, the ColorLok® paper types clearly delivered superior reliability/
runnability performance. Combined, the ColorLok® brands experienced 400 percent fewer faults per paper type than the
Type A and Type B papers.
Also noteworthy is that all 30 of the printers running ColorLok® paper completed their 50,000-page test with no reliability
problems (successfully producing a combined total of 1.5 million pages), while six of the 20 printers running Type A and Type
B papers could not complete testing due to reliability failures resulting from paper-related issues (see Graph A and Graph C).
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Table 1: Combined Normalized Faults with HP ColorLok® Papers
Paper Type
ColorLok® 70 gsm, Small PCC/GCC filler
ColorLok® 80 gsm, Small PCC filler
ColorLok® 70 gsm, Small PCC filler
COMBINED
NORMALIZED

Printer Model A Printer Model B Printer Model C Printer Model D Printer Model E TOTAL FAULTS
7
8
5
20
6.7

0
0
0
0
0.0

7
7
0
14
4.7

4
3
4
11
3.7

5
1
2
8
2.7

23
19
11
53
17.7

Table 2: Combined Normalized Faults with Type A and Type B Papers
Paper Type
75 gsm, Large Talc Filler (Type A)
70 gsm, Large GCC Filler (Type B)
COMBINED
NORMALIZED

Printer Model A Printer Model B Printer Model C Printer Model D Printer Model E TOTAL FAULTS
88
0
0
1
0
89
66
0
0
2
20
88
154
0
0
3
20
177
77.0
0.0*
0.0
1.5
10.0
88.5

*Test was stopped due to reliability failures at 20,000 pages on both Printer Model B units running Type B paper and one running Type A
paper, and at 40,000 pages with the second printer running Type A paper.

In contrast, all six Printer Model A test units run with
the ColorLok® paper types operated reliably for the entire duration of the test, producing a combined total of
300,000 pages without a single reliability issue. The 70
gsm Large GCC Filler paper completed the full 50,000page suite with Printer Model A, but had problems with
other printers. It should be noted that reliability problems
were also encountered with Type A and Type B papers
running in all four Printer Model B units, resulting in the
tests being stopped prematurely at 20,000 pages with
three printers and 40,000 with one (see Graph C on page
4). As can be seen in Exhibits H, I, J, K and L (pages 4 and
7), severe toner clumping and image quality failures occurred with Type A and B papers in each of these printers.
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Graph A
Printers Ran Up To 9 Times Longer with ColorLok® Paper
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Type A paper failed at approximately 5,000 pages in both Printer Model
A units due to excessive misfeeding and misprints.

Graph B
Normalized Misfeeds Per Paper Type over Time for ColorLok®
Papers vs. Type A and B Papers
Normalized Misfeeds Per Paper
Type

With the ColorLok® papers experiencing an average of
only eight jams per type (24 total/three paper types) and
the Type A and Type B papers experiencing an average of
42.5 jams per type (85 total/two paper types), the average
number of jams per type of Paper Type A and B is 431
percent higher than that of the ColorLok® brands (see
Graph B). In fact, misfeeding and misprinting with the 75
gsm Large Talc Filler paper was so excessive in the color
printer it was tested in (Printer Model A), that testing of
those units was terminated after only approximately 5,000
impressions into the test—5,821 impressions for one of
the units and 4,766 impressions for the other—as they
could no longer properly run that paper. In the combined
total of 10,587 impressions produced by the two test units
of Printer Model A, 27 misfeeds and 60 misprints were experienced. In the case of the misprints, printing stopped,
a misprint message appeared prompting the user to press
OK, after which a blank sheet was ejected, the printer
went through a cleaning cycle that took approximately
one to two minutes to complete and then restarted. BLI
conclusively determined that the problem lay with the paper and not the printer because after the issue surfaced
neither test unit experienced the issue with other papers.
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Several other reliability issues were also observed with the Type A and Type B papers. As illustrated in Exhibits A through
F below, Paper Types A and B deposited more paper dust than did the ColorLok® papers. In addition, toner contamination
and toner flaking were evident in printers used with Paper Types A and B (see Exhibits G, H and I on pages 3 and 4). Exhibit
J (page 4) shows damage to a printer after being used with the Large Talc Filler paper.

Exhibit A

Exhibit C

Exhibit B

Exhibit D

Exhibit E

At the completion of the test run, more paper dust was observed inside printers (Model C shown in all these photos) after running Paper
Types A and B (Exhibits A and B) than after running the ColorLok® brands (Exhibits C, D and E), which kept printers cleaner on the inside.

Exhibit F

Paper dust was more excessive in Printer Model D, especially
with the Large GCC Filler paper.
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Exhibit G

Toner contamination in Printer Model C when using the Large
Talc Filler paper.
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Exhibit H

Exhibit I

Large toner flakes were observed inside Model B after using
the Large Talc Filler paper.

Toner flaking observed on rollers inside Model B when using
the Large GCC Filler paper.

Exhibit J

Graph C
Reliability Performance, Printer Model B: ColorLok® Papers
Are Up To 1.5 Times More Reliable than Other Paper Types
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A roller in one of the test units of Printer Model B suffered
damage after being used with the Large Talc Filler paper.
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All six Printer Model B units running ColorLok® papers completed testing
with no reliability problems, whereas testing ended prematurely for all four
printers running Type A and Type B papers due to severe toner caking and
image quality failures.

Image Quality Performance

Image quality with the ColorLok® paper types was clearly superior to the image quality produced by the same printer
models with Type A and Type B papers. All of the tested printer models produced consistently good output with all three
ColorLok® paper types, while a number of image quality problems were observed on pages printed on paper Type A and
paper Type B. BLI technicians evaluated the image quality samples printed at the specified intervals for a range of factors
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such as sharpness, character and line formation, consistency of line thickness and consistency of coverage, and converted
the ratings to a numerical score on a scale of 0 to 4 (4 being the best, with image quality failures factored in as a zero). Image quality scores were consistently higher with the ColorLok® papers, which earned a higher overall image quality score
than paper Type A and paper Type B in all of the printers, except for Printer Model A, for which its image quality score was
comparable; notably, however, this is the printer model that could complete only approximately 5,000 impressions with the
Large Talc Filler paper. Table 3 below represents the average image quality scores over the course of the 50,000 impressions (or until failure) in each printer. Overall, for all the printers combined, the image quality score for the Type A and Type
B papers was 2.82, whereas the score for the ColorLok® papers was 3.5. In addition, no significant image quality issues
occurred in any of the printers when using ColorLok® papers.

Table 3: OVERALL IMAGE QUALITY SUMMARY*

Printer Model A

Printer Model B

Printer Model C

Printer Model D

Printer Model E

Paper Types A and B

ColorLok®

Text

3.55

3.55

Line Art

4.00

4.00

Solids

3.33

3.33

Bus.Graph.

4.00

4.00

OVERALL

3.78

3.78

Text

1.09

3.19

Line Art

1.17

3.48

Solids

1.37

3.73

Bus.Graph.

1.51

3.91

OVERALL

1.28

3.58

Text

2.55

3.10

Line Art

2.83

3.41

Solids

2.32

2.85

Bus.Graph.

2.34

3.20

OVERALL

2.51

3.14

Text

3.12

3.48

Line Art

3.56

3.71

Solids

3.40

3.78

Bus.Graph.

3.47

3.56

OVERALL

3.39

3.63

Text

2.96

3.40

Line Art

3.32

3.71

Solids

3.64

3.55

Bus.Graph.

2.67

2.85

OVERALL

3.14

3.38

2.82

3.50

COMBINED OVERALL
* On a scale of 0 to 4, with 4 being the best.
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Graph D

Average Image Quality Ratings

Normalized Image Quality Ratings for
ColorLok® vs. Types A and B Papers
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Graph E
Image Quality Failures
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While no image quality failures occurred when using any of the the ColorLok® papers, several image quality failures occurred when using Type A and Type B papers. Image quality sample sets were determined to be failures when pages printed
were deemed unacceptable for internal or external use due to print defects such as excessive background (extraneous
imaging in what should be the non-imaged areas of the page, giving the page a hazy look), speckling (small dots on the
page), blotches (fairly large, irregularly shaped spots), voids or toner flaking. The most prevalent and troublesome of these
flaws were ghosting, or images picked up from other documents or portions of the immediate target; and toner flaking,
where flakes or sheets (in the worst instances) of unfused toner were found either adhered to the printed page or simply
extruded from the fuser rollers. Void areas are areas that should be imaged in which toner has not adhered. BLI evaluated
the image quality sample sets produced at the specified intervals and also recorded any image quality issues or failures that
occurred outside of the specified intervals.
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Consistent ghosting was noted as early as 13,000 impressions with the Large GCC Filler paper run through the Model B test
units (see Exhibit K), with flaking occurring soon afterwards, at around 17,000 impressions. These problems persisted and
worsened with time. Eventually toner voids on the printed pages began to appear. The overall image quality deteriorated
so quickly that the image quality sample sets taken after 20,000 impressions were rated as failures, as were all samples
taken thereafter until the conclusion of the test.

Exhibit K

Exhibit L

Exhibit M

Ghosting
Flaking
Voids

Voids

Flaking

Image quality failures with the 70 gsm Large
GCC Filler paper also occurred with some
of the other devices, as well. In one of the
Model C printers, flaking, voids and streaking produced failed images after 40,000
impressions; both streaking and dirty
edges were noted after 30,000 impressions, but these were not sufficiently bad
to warrant a failing grade at that point. A
failure due to flaking, voids and dirty edges
was recorded at 30,000 impressions from
the second Printer Model C running this
paper; but although the flaking and streaking, along with repeat images, occurred
consistently throughout the rest of the test,
the images were thereafter judged to be
passable. An image quality failure was also
credited to the 70 gsm Large GCC Filler
paper at 50,000 impressions in one of the
Printer Model E test units, owing to toner
speckling and streaking down the center of
the pages.
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Voids on the left; flaking, voids and
repeat images on the right from
Model B when using Large GCC Filler
paper.

Toner flaking, background and voids
with Large GCC Filler paper.

Graph F
ColorLok® Papers Maintained Image Quality Performance
Up To 3 Times Longer
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Exhibit N

Exhibit O

Image quality issues encountered in Printer Models C and E with Paper Types A and B.
On Printer Model B, the 75 gsm Large Talc Filler paper exhibited similar problems to those found with the 70 gsm Large
GCC Filler paper. There was evidence of toner flaking as early as 12,400 impressions with one of the test units of Printer
Model B, and by 14,000 impressions, both ghosting and voiding were evident. Rapid image quality deterioration occurred
thereafter, and by 20,000 pages image quality was unacceptable. In the second Printer Model B, both toner flaking and
voiding were noted as early as 33,000 impressions, and by 40,000 pages image quality was judged unacceptable.

Exhibit P

Exhibit Q

Exhibit R

Image quality issues also occurred with the 75 gsm Large Talc Filler paper.
In addition to the fact that no image quality failures were experienced with the ColorLok® paper types, fewer image quality
defects of any type were seen on ColorLok® papers versus the Type A and B papers. Specifically, whereas toner flaking
was an issue with the Type A and B papers early on in the test, no flaking was observed on the pages printed on any of the
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ColorLok® papers. Two other image quality defects seen in Type A and B papers—dirty edges in the 70 gsm Large GCC
Filler type in Printer C and distorted text on the 75 gsm Large Talc Filler Paper in Printer C—were not exhibited on any of
the pages printed with the ColorLok® papers. And while speckling was seen in the pages printed on one of the ColorLok®
paper types, it was considered minor and inconsistent. In contrast, speckling was seen on both Type A and B papers—from
the start of the test with one type and at 20,000 impressions with another type. Ghosting was observed in the output of all
paper types except for one ColorLok® brand, but it occurred earlier on in testing with paper Types A and B—as early as
13,000 impressions into the test. Occasional streaking was observed with all paper types, but this may have been devicerelated as it occured mainly with Printers B and C.
Some consistent minor defects were noted with the 70gsm small PCC-filled ColorLok® paper. Repeat imaging was observed with Printer D; this denotes the appearance of regular marks that might be caused by a nick on the toner cartridge
drum or the fuser drum and is distinguished from ghosting. Occasional banding was observed with Printer E.

Test Methodology Overview

All printers, paper and toner cartridges were purchased on the open market. Each paper type was tested in two of each of
five printer models (for a total of 50 printers). Paper was installed seam-side up (with the side of the paper facing the seam
of the ream wrapper facing up). All printers were tested using default settings, operated in simplex mode and using the
Windows XP operating system. To test reliability, BLI technicians operated the printers continuously for up to eight hours a
day, with interruptions only for paper refills, cartridge changes, paper jams and other unforeseen stoppages, overnight and
weekends, with paper fed from the main or highest-capacity paper tray. An XLS test file provided by HP was used for reliability testing. Throughout testing, BLI monitored printer conditions and documented signs of component wear, paper dust
and contamination on printer components. For image quality testing, the test suite for monochrome printers included four
different test files, while for color printers, the suite included three different test targets. The first print quality samples were
output at 200 impressions. For monochrome printers, additional samples of each target were printed at 20,000 impressions
and then at intervals of 10,000 pages thereafter. For the color printer, after the first samples were output at 200 impressions, additional samples were output at 10,000 pages and thereafter samples were output at intervals of 5,000 pages.
In all cases, if a cartridge was within 200 pages of end of life or if a newly installed cartridge had produced less than 200
pages, that sample would not be included in the evaluation; instead, the next sample would be taken once a new cartridge
had produced 200 pages. In addition to recording any image quality problems in the samples produced at each interval, the
optical density of the output at each interval was measured using an X-Rite 500 Series Spectrodensitometer.

Devices tested
BLI tested two of each printer model, all of which are leading worldwide brands, with each paper type for a total of 50,000
impressions per printer or until failure (a total of 50 printers). Model A is a low-range (21 ppm) color laser model; Model B is
a low-range (16 ppm) monochrome laser printer; Models C, D and E are all mid-range monochrome models, with speeds
of 33 ppm, 48 ppm and 35 ppm, respectively.
The devices, which were purchased on the open market, were tested by BLI technicians in the company’s Hackensack, NJ
lab, in an environment monitored by an Extech RH S20 Digital RH/Temperature Recorder and Honeywell Model 61 SevenDay Temperature/Relative Humidity Chart Recorder.
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About Buyers Laboratory Inc.
For 49 years, Buyers Lab (BLI) has been the leading independent office-equipment testing lab and business consumer advocate. In addition to publishing the industry’s most comprehensive and accurate test reports on office document imaging
devices, each representing months of exhaustive hands-on testing in BLI’s US and UK laboratories, the company has been
the leading source of competitive intelligence for industry professionals on copiers, printers, fax machines, scanners, duplicators, wide-format devices and multifunctional products. The company’s databases cover over 13,000 products globally
and have a long-standing reputation for being the industry’s most trustworthy and complete source for specifications and
side-by-side comparisons, all of which are available as part of bliQ, BLI’s web-based encyclopedic resource. Subscribers
also have access to BLI’s renowned Lab Test Reports, First Look Reports, Solutions Reports, Environmental Reports, news
articles and a complete library of manufacturers’ product literature, as well as valuable tools including a Product Configurator and Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) Calculator.
Business consumers and manufacturers can also select from a vast array of confidential for-hire private testing services that
include document imaging device beta and pre-launch testing, performance certification testing, consumables testing (such
as toner, ink and photoconductors) and software and solutions and print media testing (including virgin and recycled papers).
For more information on Buyers Laboratory, please visit www.buyerslab.com.
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Appendix: Image Quality Exhibits
Exhibit A—using Types A and B paper

At the completion of the test run, more paper dust was observed inside printers (Model C shown) after running paper Types A and
B than after running the ColorLok® brands, which kept printers cleaner on the inside.
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Exhibit B—using Types A and B paper

At the completion of the test run, more paper dust was observed inside printers (Model C shown) after running paper Types A and
B than after running the ColorLok® brands, which kept printers cleaner on the inside.
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Custom Test Report

l ColorLok® Paper vs. Large GCC & Large Talc Papers in Low- to Mid-Range Printers

Exhibit C—using ColorLok® paper

At the completion of the test run, more paper dust was observed inside printers (Model C shown) after running paper Types A
and B than after running the ColorLok® brands, which kept printers cleaner on the inside.
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Custom Test Report

l ColorLok® Paper vs. Large GCC & Large Talc Papers in Low- to Mid-Range Printers

Exhibit D—using ColorLok® paper

At the completion of the test run, more paper dust was observed inside printers (Model C shown) after running paper Types A
and B than after running the ColorLok® brands, which kept printers cleaner on the inside.
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Custom Test Report

l ColorLok® Paper vs. Large GCC & Large Talc Papers in Low- to Mid-Range Printers

Exhibit E—using ColorLok® paper

At the completion of the test run, more paper dust was observed inside printers (Model C shown) after running paper Types A
and B than after running the ColorLok® brands, which kept printers cleaner on the inside.
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Custom Test Report

l ColorLok® Paper vs. Large GCC & Large Talc Papers in Low- to Mid-Range Printers

Exhibit F

Paper dust was more excessive in Printer Model D, especially with the 70 gsm Large GCC Filler Paper.
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Custom Test Report

l ColorLok® Paper vs. Large GCC & Large Talc Papers in Low- to Mid-Range Printers

Exhibit G

Toner contamination in Printer Model C when using the 75 gsm Large Talc Filler Paper.
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Custom Test Report

l ColorLok® Paper vs. Large GCC & Large Talc Papers in Low- to Mid-Range Printers

Exhibit H

Large toner flakes were observed inside Model B after using the 75 gsm Large Talc Filler Paper.
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Custom Test Report

l ColorLok® Paper vs. Large GCC & Large Talc Papers in Low- to Mid-Range Printers

Exhibit I

Toner flaking observed on rollers inside Model B when using 70 gsm Large GCC Filler Paper.
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Custom Test Report

l ColorLok® Paper vs. Large GCC & Large Talc Papers in Low- to Mid-Range Printers

Exhibit J

Roller damage inside Model B after using the 75 gsm Large Talc Filler Paper due to excessive toner caking.
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Custom Test Report

l ColorLok® Paper vs. Large GCC & Large Talc Papers in Low- to Mid-Range Printers

Exhibit K

With the 70 gsm Large GCC Filler Paper, ghosting appeared on the output from Printer Model B at 13,000
impressions and worsened over time.
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Custom Test Report

l ColorLok® Paper vs. Large GCC & Large Talc Papers in Low- to Mid-Range Printers

Exhibit L

Voids on the left; flaking, voids and repeat images on the right from Model B when using 70 gsm
Large GCC Filler Paper.
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Custom Test Report

l ColorLok® Paper vs. Large GCC & Large Talc Papers in Low- to Mid-Range Printers

Exhibit M

Toner flaking, background and ghosting with 70 gsm Large GCC Filler Paper
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Custom Test Report

l ColorLok® Paper vs. Large GCC & Large Talc Papers in Low- to Mid-Range Printers

Exhibit N

Image quality issues encountered in Printer Model C with types A and B Paper.
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Custom Test Report

l ColorLok® Paper vs. Large GCC & Large Talc Papers in Low- to Mid-Range Printers

Exhibit O

Image quality issues encountered in Printer Model E with types A and B Paper.
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Custom Test Report

l ColorLok® Paper vs. Large GCC & Large Talc Papers in Low- to Mid-Range Printers

Exhibit P

Image quality issues also occurred with the 75 gsm Large Talc Filler Paper.
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Custom Test Report

l ColorLok® Paper vs. Large GCC & Large Talc Papers in Low- to Mid-Range Printers

Exhibit Q

Image quality issues also occurred with the 75 gsm Large Talc Filler Paper.
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Custom Test Report

l ColorLok® Paper vs. Large GCC & Large Talc Papers in Low- to Mid-Range Printers

Exhibit R

Image quality issues also occurred with the 75 gsm Large Talc Filler Paper.
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